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ABOUT POSITIVE LUXURY

Positive Luxury was founded in 2011 by Karen Hanton
MBE, founder of toptable.com, and Diana Verde Nieto,
pioneering sustainability expert and named Luxury
Women to Watch in 2016, with the ambition to mobilize
2.5 billion wealthy consumers to buy better from brands
that are doing better.
Positive Luxury awards a first of its kind interactive trust
mark - the Butterfly Mark – to luxury lifestyle brands that
not only take pride in their craftsmanship, service, and
design; but also care for their employees, suppliers and
work hard to protect our planet.
The Butterfly Mark helps people to instantly recognize
which brands they can trust, giving them the purchasing
power to choose from those companies that embody
luxury whilst not harming our world.
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METHODOLOGY

The Future is Now: What’s Shaking Up the Travel Industry
report draws on a mix of desk research, utilising the most
recently available industry sources, insights from global
luxury conferences and primary research from within the
industry.
One-to-one interviews were conducted with key
influencers, key opinion formers, luxury industry experts,
CMO’s, CEO’s and executives across a broad section of
the Travel and Hospitality sectors, including Lynn Cutter,
Executive Vice President of National Geographic Travel,
and Geoffrey Kent, Founder, Chairman and CEO of
Abercrombie & Kent.
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INTRODUCTION from THE AUTHOR

TIM JACKSON
Writer and Contributor

In this special edition The Future is Now: What’s Shaking
Up the Industry report, we aim to shine a light on some key
trends and issues that are shaping the future of business
and examine how they will impact on the travel industry.
The sector is diverse and so we have highlighted topics that
are likely to be most interesting and important for a wide
cross section of businesses. As time is a luxury for many
people so free time becomes more precious and travellers
want to make the most of where they go and what they can
do. Increasing sophistication in choice of destinations and
activities, coupled with greater integration and adoption
of technology, reshapes demand for leisure experiences.
There is strong interest for exploring new things including
sampling local culture in off-beat destinations, well-being
both of mind and body and an increasing awareness of the
environmental footprint and ethical issues associated with
travel. All this is set in the context of people’s adoption of
technology and their expectations of how it will enhance
the overall travel experience.
POSITIVE LUXURY
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FOREWORD

LY N N C U T T E R

Executive Vice President
National Geographic Travel

As the travel industry races past the $1 trillion milestone, with
more than a billion people traveling every year, new markets, new
technology, shifting geopolitics, and the rise of the sharing economy
are changing the playing field. Veteran travellers seek out evermore remote and unknown destinations, while many celebrated
landmarks grapple with the impact of heavy crowds. The Internet
has revealed the hidden corners of the Earth, and virtual reality
promises to take armchair travel into a new dimension.
Within this whirlwind, there is also a reassuring, more mindful
trend. Authenticity is becoming the new luxury, and more travellers
are seeking out real and meaningful experiences. The expanding
realm of sustainable tourism offers consumers a conscious choice
to support local communities and prioritize the environment. There
is a growing expectation that a five-star property or experience will
be linked to a greater good. The future of travel is exciting and
full of promise. It is also inextricably linked to the future of the
planet, and the choices we make now will define the world that the
generations of tomorrow will explore.
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FOREWORD

GEOFFREY KENT

Founder, Chairman and CEO
Abercrombie & Kent

Over the past 10 years the definition of luxury has changed. It has become
much more flexible with an emphasis on experiences and personalized service,
rather than the mere physical trappings of luxury. From the opulence of a palatial
hotel to the serenity of waking up to a spectacular sunrise in a simple mountain
refuge, true luxury is the privilege of discovery, relaxation and insight, enjoyed
in a context that perfectly suits the experience. Seamless service, safety and
security are a given. But it is the unexpected connections that inspire a sense
of wonder that elevate an adventure into a true luxury experience.
More and more of our guests are also concerned about long-term sustainability.
They are concerned about protecting traditional cultures, wildlife and
ecosystems for future generations; a triple bottom line of environmental,
economic and social responsibility.
This commitment to travel that makes a difference is a 21st century approach
to philanthropy, a new form of community development assistance that has
evolved from informal partnerships forged by forward-looking travel businesses
P O Sand
I T I Vguests
E L U X Uwho
R Y desire to give something back to the places they visit.
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CHAPTER 1

W h a t U n i t e s t h e Wo r l d i s
t h e D e s i r e t o Tr a v e l
Mass leisure travel evolved around commoditised holiday
packages which were broadly segmented around families
and others (such as couples). However, substantial social,
economic and now technological developments have
changed who wants to travel and for what reasons,
impacting the entire travel landscape. Motivations to travel
now vary more than ever as growing numbers of middle
classes from emerging economies join the travelling
populations of western economies in experiencing what
the world has to offer.
Global tourism consulting group IPK predicts international
tourism growth of 4.3% for 2016 with strongest demand
relating to Asia and North America. (ITB World Travel
Trends Report 2015/16). Main outbound travel trends
include growth in city trips (with a trend towards ‘offseason’), cruise holidays and long-haul travel (ITB World
travel report 15/16). This view is supported by Andrew
Stembridge, Managing Director for Chewton Glen and
Cliveden House; “Although big trips are still planned well in
advance short weekend breaks are becoming increasingly last minute
as people’s lives are getting busier and busier.”
POSITIVE LUXURY
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The travel sector is benefiting from a shift in spending
away from consumer products to experiences, particularly
at the premium level and above. Increased travel is
being driven by a desire to disconnect from the stress of
everyday life and seek out personal experiences which
can be shared with friends and family. Time poverty, a
desire to de-clutter and a preference to share rather than
own are also contributing to a broad-based demand for
experiences.
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There are clear trends in what is motivating and inspiring
people to undertake leisure travel in particular; 38% wish
to experience (different) cultures, and 28% want to satisfy
a wanderlust or desire for adventure. Another trend is
connected with focus on the self; 36% want to rest and
relax, 33% want to indulge, 26% are rewarding themselves
from a sense of entitlement (Visa Global Travel Intentions
Study 2015).
Desire is also being driven by technology as the
proliferation of niche online businesses makes it easier
for people to find out about, plan and book their own
bespoke travel. A culture of sharing through social
media has opened people’s eyes, increased desire and
broadened horizons as travel stories are played out on
blogs, Flickr, Instagram and numerous other social media
platforms.
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“ We h a v e s e e n a m a r k e d r i s e i n d e m a n d f o r t r a v e l
experiences for independent travellers.
Over the past few years, we have expanded our business
to offer more options for our guests who prefer to travel
independently (rather than in a group).”

LY N N C U T T E R : E V P
N AT I O N A L G E O G R A P H I C
POSITIVE LUXURY
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Business travel is also evolving in line with
social and technology changes. A desire by
many companies to reduce unnecessary travel,
mitigating costs and carbon footprint, is leading
to a change in business emphasis. Business
travel has been impacted by communications
technologies which are enabling a greater degree
of flexibility around ‘conference call meetings’.
The MICE (Meetings Incentives, Conferences &
Exhibitions) segment grew to reach 54% market
share by 2014 largely at the expense of a decline
in traditional business trip activities, arising from
the proliferation of online technology solutions
(ITB 2015/16).
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Business and leisure travel have typically
been distinctive markets with business
travel operating within the boundaries of
what companies would authorise. In many
industries a business trip would involve a
quick ‘in and out’ visit to a country with no
opportunity to linger and sightsee. There is a
view that we have to travel for business but we
want to travel for pleasure. However a new
and strong trend emerging in the business
segment is what is referred to as ‘Bleisure’.
This is the blurring of business and leisure
travel, as leisure time that is attached onto
the beginning or ending of a business trip.
Almost one in five travellers blended
leisure with a business trip and these
’Bleisure’ travellers place emphasis on
safety, accessibility of WIFI and uniqueness
of accommodation compared with typical
leisure travellers (Visa Global Travel
Intentions Study 2015).
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CHAPTER 2

Millennials:
Always Connected
Millennial consumers have forced a disruption to business
models across multiple sectors as they think and behave
differently from previous generations. What makes
Millennials different is they have grown up with digital
technology including smart phones and social media
and expect things to happen instantly. So convenience
is an important factor in the provision of information to
aid decision making and booking processes for these
‘digital natives’. Airbnb and Uber provide clear examples
of commercial responses to Millennials’ digital mind-sets
and preference for speed and convenience; “Any industry
has to innovate in line with changing consumer behaviour and the
travel industry is no different. In our case, the guests that we serve
are the driving force behind innovation as we need to keep up with
their changing tastes and without their loyalty, our brands cannot
survive.” The Travel Report, Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces
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Millennials, soon to be 50% of our population, continue
to gain power and drive the digital economy and there
is a consensus that they don’t like being marketed to.
Maureen Chiquet, former CEO of Chanel identified
key traits of this segment; “This is a generation that values
authenticity, collaboration contribution and participation both
as consumers and as employees. They will make purchase decisions
from companies whose ethics and values they endorse. They insist
on transparency, and want to purchase when, how and where they
want. And they are going to make it happen even if we don’t.”

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Chiquet adds; “We have never had more diverse cultures, more
diverse clients. Millions of people all over the world are sharing
information about products, brands and companies daily. And these
younger generations, both customers and employees, are expressing
very different values. They are making it clear that we are going to
have to appeal to them in a radically different digital economy, where
brands are increasingly the least trusted sources of information.”

POSITIVE LUXURY
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The ‘always-connected’ generation also expect to be able
to book online while mobile; “As of last year, about 50% of our
users are planning and booking their trips on mobile. We continue to
see industry up-tick and engagement on mobile devices. Travellers
not only want to read reviews to make sure they are getting a good
deal, but they want to compare prices and book all in one place. To
address these consumer needs, we have rolled out instant booking
to help travellers book hotels through our instant booking partners
without leaving our site. We’ve just rolled out instant booking to
a number of new markets and we love the value proposition we’re
delivering to consumers.” Stephen Kaufer, CEO, TripAdvisor

POSITIVE LUXURY
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CHAPTER 3

Experiences : Authentic,
New & Unique Destinations
The first of Trip Advisor’s key travel trends for 2016 is
‘seeking new experiences’ which states that travellers
will seek out things that they haven’t tried before ranging
from cruises to solo travel and more. It reports that
globally, 69% of travellers plan to try something new in
2016. This reaction against so-called Fly-and-Flop beach
holidays is also reflected by the ITB World Travel Trends
Report 2015/16. It reveals that there is a rising interest in
authentic trips, off-the beaten-track adventure holidays,
multi-generational travel and niche tourism including
health and well-being and even trips for specific culinary
experiences. The notion of travel within peoples’ bucket
lists is proliferated through social media as details of
people’s trips and experiences are posted with images
and comments from around the world. “Our guests have a
bucket list and they want to gather lots of different experiences all
the time. Although big trips are still planned well in advance short
weekend breaks are becoming increasingly last minute as people’s
lives are getting busier and busier.”

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Authenticity and legitimacy are now fundamental to
any business which aims to be relevant in a modern and
diverse commercial market. People are now more alert
to values and seek what is genuine. Organisations need
both to be true to a core purpose while simultaneously
embracing the future; “We are in a time that demands our
complete authenticity. Not just in the products we make but in
everything that we do. Differentiation has never been more elusive.
We must consider fundamentally who we are, not just what we offer
our clients but why we are here. Why we do what we do and how
we can do it better. Our clients want more meaning and connection
in their purchases and during their purchases.” Maureen Chiquet,
former CEO, Chanel
Demand for travel and hospitality is becoming more
sophisticated. More people are looking for unique holidays
which include personalised and new cultural experiences,
off beat non-packaged destinations and flexible transport
options; “We are witnessing greater sophistication from travellers
in emerging markets. Their tastes are becoming more refined and there
is greater emphasis on experiences. So these markets have grown for
us as they begin to identify with our Brand proposition “Inspiring
a Lifetime of Rare Experiences.” Sonu Shivdasani, Founder,
CEO and Chairman, Soneva
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Demand is strong for authentic locations and
interactions with local people. Travellers want to
sample local cultures and to investigate the back
stories to the locations they visit.
“Travellers want their trips to be inspirational, educational,
eye-opening and ethical, and the trappings of a luxury trip go
far beyond pillow menus and infinity pools. This means that
experiences are at the forefront of trip planning. At Jacada
Travel, our business is built on experiences and always has
been; if a client simply wants to check into a beach resort
for a week, we’ll tell them they’re better off booking that
independently. All our tours are experiential and designed
to be a ‘trip of a lifetime’. These experiences could be insider
access - for instance, going backstage at the Louvre to visit the
restoration workshops or meeting the chef at a top Cape Town
restaurant - or an incredible, private experience, such as having
an entire Indian palace closed for a Champagne reception or
private dining in the Angkor temples of Cambodia” Heather
Richardson, Marketing Editorial Manager, Jacada
Travel
POSITIVE LUXURY
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CHAPTER 4

Personalisation
a n d N i c h e Tr a v e l
Travel like many other sectors has to adapt to consumers’
expectations for customisation and personalisation.
This can take a range of forms including personal travel
itineraries, themed hotels and niche concept hideaways.
Air travel operators are investing in customer facing
technologies which have the potential to tailor passengers’
airline travel experiences on a trip-by-trip basis according
to preferences and behaviour.
Personalised concept holidays and niche travel
experiences are as much about location as the
accommodation. For example, the Maderas Village
boutique resort in Nicaragua offers a sanctuary for those
who seek art and culture shaped by the natural jungle
surroundings and a beach paradise.
As luxury more generally moves ‘beyond product’ to
experiences so clients are seeking unique ‘money-can’tbuy-experiences’ at the premium end of the travel market.
One-third of travellers say they will increase their travel
spend in 2016. Among the reasons for increasing spend is
to achieve a personal ambition and to reward themselves
or their family (TripAdvisor Travel Trends 2016).
POSITIVE LUXURY
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At the luxury end of the market why not hire your own island?
“There has been a growing interest from our UHNW clientele to take part
in a guest ambassador programme.
“Very few places on the planet offer a truly holistic and educational experience
as our owners’ wildlife and biodiversity projects. Some private island
owners have introduced a guest ambassador programme to support the
island’s conservation model and connect travellers to the endemic wildlife
and biodiversity of some of the most ecologically important private islands
in the world. Guests are encouraged to participate in the conservation work
on the islands and estates. These properties are the perfect base for families
where they can learn about traditional arts and crafts to learning about
water and energy comes from as well as interacting with local communities
through active team sports.” Julie Gauthier, Founder and Director,
Art De Vivre
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Bespoke travel company Black Tomato provides a Bucket List service,
which offers an opportunity for people to devise their own very specific
travel adventures. With the assistance of a Bucket List Manager it aims to
convert ‘scribbled lists’ of life-long ambitions into actual travel experience.
Since its founding in 2005, the company has differentiated itself through
devising adventures that extend the limits of travel for its sophisticated
and knowledgeable segment of clients.
However, this desire for one-off experiences can lead to a dangerous
commoditisation of untouched places of rare and outstanding beauty
with all the associated damage to the environment involved; “The biggest
threat is probably over-development. Special, untouched places are becoming fewer and
fewer. This is true in terms of the proliferation of global F&B and accommodation
chains as much as it is with the proliferation of telecoms, language and products. One
has to travel further afield to avoid Starbucks, 4G, English and Apple.” Eric Walters,
Wildfitness

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Co-branded collaborations also offer the
opportunity to personalise a travel experience.
For example, Hotel Banks in Antwerp, Belgian
has partnered with French fashion brand
Pimkie to offer a ‘mini fashion bar’. Rather
like a drinks mini-bar, a small cabinet opens
up to reveal a box of curated fashion apparel
and accessories, selected according to the
weather and activities in the local area. Guests
are able to use clothes from the fashion
bar and purchase items upon checkout. A
dedicated fashion concierge can be contacted
for additional sizes or different garments and
the closet has a menu where you can browse
through the entire available collection and
place your orders with the concierge.

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Luxury hotels, resorts and Spas group
Six Senses offers a range of personalised
experiences across its portfolio of brands;
CEO Neil Jacobs explains; “One of our core values
is Crafted Experiences. At Six Senses we work hard
to deliver an all-encompassing and unique range of
experiences to stimulate, energize and restore. Senses
Hotels Resorts Spas has earned a global following since
its founding nearly 15 years ago by offering emotional
hospitality anchored in intuitive, anticipatory and
empathetic attention brought to life by resort and
spa hosts who connect with individual guests. The
crafted experiences of each destination, from diving
with marine biologists and stargazing with a lead
astronomer to batik making and home-stays with local
families, are designed to stimulate, energize and restore
in innovative ways that will reach the most seasoned
traveller.”

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Personalised travel is not just for the wealthy
and is increasingly being reflected in the rise
of solo travel. In 2015 personalised guided
tours represented 16% of global travel but
24% of solo travellers’ activities according to
Visa Global Travel Intentions Study 2015. The
study also reveals that solo clients from the
USA, Korea and India represented the biggest
demand for personal guided tours over the
previous two years.

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Niche travel is becoming increasingly diverse
and now includes LGBT specific travel, worth
$200 billion a year, sexual well-being (Sensual
Healing and Harmony retreats), hospitals
blending clinical with alternative therapies
and even fertility clinics, which are focused on
wellness and alternative treatments.
POSITIVE LUXURY
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CHAPTER 5

Indulge the SELF:
We l l - b e i n g a n d We l l n e s s
One of the biggest trends for 2016 is Well-being or
Wellness travel with nearly 90% of travel agents expecting
growth in this segment of the market according to
Spafinder Wellness 365. Wellness is a ubiquitous
phenomenon which extends beyond simply spas and
visits to yoga classes. “What’s driving it is not a spa in a hotel
but rather a wellness experience on which a hotel is based that won’t
just offer you a massage and sauna but an experience that will restore
your equilibrium and change the way you live your life, so it’s a
different offering.” Serge Dive, Beyond Luxury
Wellness holidays aim to rejuvenate travellers, placing an
emphasis on health and overall well-being as opposed
to offering a long list of busy, rushed activities and
sightseeing opportunities. Instead, wellness provision
involves a rejuvenating experience in a relaxing retreat.

POSITIVE LUXURY
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“Wellness is about finding an experience that will transform
the way you treat and manage the most important capital
that you will ever have apart from your loved ones, which is a
healthy body. I think people are looking for a health solution:
how to live a better, balanced life. They want to live longer
and look younger, and they want to discover ideas about
getting rid of the toxins that they are permanently exposed to
and having a richer, better diet. We know that what you eat is
what you are – if you are taught about the way you should be
eating, about the way you should be dealing with your body,
the way you should be exercising, how you get rid of toxins
and tensions with massages, you will live a much better, more
comfortable life.” Serge Dive, Beyond Luxury
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The Healthy Holiday Company specialises in wellness
travel and has seen growth of 35% in each of the last two
years. Its most popular activities and requirements for
wellness holidays are detox, cleansing diet, weight loss,
fitness, yoga, pilates and spa treatments.
“Wellness travel is driven by the number of clients who see a healthy
/ wellness holiday as an annual ‘must’ and by new-comers seeking
holidays that you return from looking and feeling fantastic (rather
than returning home and immediately needing another holiday
to recover from the one you’ve just been on).” Simon Pardoe,
Director, Healing Holiday Company
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A sub trend within wellness travel is surfing, which has
steadily been increasing in popularity over the last two
years. The surfing market is worth approximately $130
billion annually with more people adopting it as a fitness
activity. Surfer resorts have emerged in locations which are
renowned for their waves and real estate developments
combining residencies with resorts. Groups including Four
Seasons and Six Senses provide luxury surfing adventures
in the Maldives, with Bali also hosting numerous surfing
and wellness resorts. As surfing becomes more popular
so those wanting to escape from the norm are finding
fresh locations with new hotspots emerging in Sri Lanka
and even Russia’s Kamchatka Peninsula (SpaFinder
Wellness 365 2016 Report). Although normally considered
a male dominated sports activity, more surfing resorts are
directly appealing to women offering a blend of fitness,
healthy food, yoga, spas along with women only surfing.
Spafinder’s best example of this is the Las Olas Surf
Safaris for Women, started in 1997 and delivering daily
surf lessons, with massages, spas and cooking classes.

POSITIVE LUXURY
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“Wellness travel is a multi billion-dollar industry, fuelled by a growing
desire for travellers to integrate healthy activities into their travels.
People are going on yoga retreats and surf retreats. They’re taking
cycling tours or going on hiking expeditions. Our August/September
issue, for example, shines light on the inherent happiness in travel by
focusing on health, wellness, self-awareness and breaking boundaries
in the daring, fun and intelligent voice that is uniquely National
Geographic Travel.” Lynn Cutter, EVP, National Geographic
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Six Senses Hotels Resorts Spas offers crafted guest
experiences to stimulate, energize and revitalize the
human spirit, delivered by experts from a wide range of
backgrounds; “We feel strongly that getting back in touch with
your mind, body and spirit positively affects all aspects of ones’ life.
Now more than ever people need a break from the craziness of
everyday life, to get in touch with themselves.” Neil Jacobs, CEO,
Six Senses
POSITIVE LUXURY
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“Working out is no longer something done alone or
behind closed doors. Fitness is a global communal
sport and we see our guests humble-bragging about
their workouts via social media like never before!
W recently introduced a new brand passion point,
FUEL, to further align us with what is important to
our guests. FUEL is W ’s spin on wellness, providing
everything needed to look good, feel good, go longer
and stay later. Essentially it’s a fun way for our guests
to detox, retox and repeat.” Anthony Ingham,
Global Brand Leader, W Hotels
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CHAPTER 6

CHAPTER 6

Ta s t e t h e F e e l i n g :
Local Culture Through
C u l i n a r y To u r i s m
Choosing destinations based on culture is another of
Trip Advisor’s key travel trends for 2016, with 50% of Baby
Boomers driven by cultural interests when travelling or
taking holidays. Globally, 47% of travellers state they
visited a particular location due to the culture and people
of a specific country (TripAdvisor Travel Trends 2016).
More people are seeking experiences while they are
travelling and there is growing desire to be immersed
in local indigenous culture; “A vacation is no longer a passive
activity where you sit around waiting for something, or nothing, to
happen. Travellers today want to be immersed in local culture; in
experiences they can humble-brag about via Instagram or Snapchat;
and in the personality of the hotel.” Anthony Ingham, Global
Brand Leader, W Hotels

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Massey, Castlereagh Lake from Summerville

Tom Parker, Weligama

“The biggest change I’ve seen in the travel industry in the last year
is that more and more frequently travellers are looking beyond
the big brands for luxury and seeking out “local” resorts offering
a non-generic, authentic travel experience. They appreciate their
money staying within local business and communities, and readily
recognise social and environmental good works.” Malik Fernando,
Managing Director, Resplendent Ceylon (Tea Trails &
Cape Weligama)
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“I would say in the last couple of years I have seen a
tremendous growth in our clients’ knowledge of the
destinations they wish to visit, and a growing desire
to be more informed and involved in the planning
of their trip. Another very clear trend, especially
for travel to South America and other developing
countries and regions, is that increasingly clients
steer their travel choices towards establishments and
operators that have ethical practices. Visitors want to
connect to the local environment, the people and the
culture, and not only learn from them, but also ensure
that their travel expenditure is a contribution to their
host’s livelihood.” Marisol Mosquera, Founder,
Aracari (bespoke travel in Peru and Bolivia)

POSITIVE LUXURY
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Peru, Aracari
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C u l i n a r y To u r i s m a n d ‘ H u n g e r l u s t ’
Local culture is often most strongly sensed through
the specific food or drink associated with a particular
region, city or even neighbourhood. Food and drink
often represent the ultimate authentic local experience,
whether pasties in Cornwall, Empanadas in Argentina or a
spicy Wot in Ethiopia. Travellers want to feel a connection
to the people they meet, not just view tourist attractions.
Increased interest in culinary trips has evolved in part from
rising numbers of food, beer and wine festivals around the
world. Some of the biggest include China’s Mid-Autumn
Mooncake Festival, which is also celebrated in Singapore
and Taiwan, Salon du Chocolat Festival in France or
Melbourne’s Food and Wine Festival with a great selfie
opportunity at ‘The Longest Lunch’ event.
Culinary tourists share their global gastronomic
experiences with commentary and images daily across
various social media platforms including Instagram and
Flickr.
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Intrepid Travel is a small group adventure travel
company which offers specialist food tours. It aims
‘to really get you under the skin of the world’s most exciting
food cultures, be it chomping a trail through Thailand’s food
markets, whipping up Peruvian delicacies under the tutelage
of world-class chefs or touring Tuscan vineyards.’
A key theme for this site is how food enhances
the experience of local hospitality at specific
destinations. It offers trips and tour options ranging
from 2-6 hours up to 15 days; ‘These are real-world
experiences with a foodie twist: one part culture, one part
adventure and three parts delicious. From bite-sized trips
to gastronomic odysseys, we’ll get you munching, crunching,
sipping and slurping just like the locals.’ Intrepid Travel
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“There is a real interest in the provenance of our food
and our guests love seeing a chef coming in from
the grounds with a box full of freshly picked herbs,
vegetables and fruit. This is driving us to do more: we
now have 50 bee hives on the estate and we have just
created a Gorse Plantation, which will make its way
into our own Gin. Our next project is the creation of a
cookery school and tasting floor in the grounds which
will give our guests another opportunity to learn
whilst they are with us. Rather than focussing on the
traditional dinner party cooking, we are planning to
feature courses such as healthy eating, gluten free food
and raw meals. The tasting floor will be an interactive
casual eating space, which will also have education
at its core.” Andrew Stembridge, Managing
Director, Chewton Glen and Cliveden House
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“Towards the end of this ski season, our chalet
managers found that many more people were starting
to care about what they eat and where it comes from.
This has led them to take the decision to be even stricter
on what they buy, where they buy it from, and where
it comes from. Being in Zermatt Switzerland, they
have always bought the best on offer, and they buy
local and seasonal. However they have now adopted
an actual policy of buying organic, local seasonal and
with as little carbon foot print as possible. They have
begun working with local producers so they can adhere
to this more strictly. They get lamb and beef from local
farmers, and game from local hunters. Vegetables and
fruit, as far as possible are from Switzerland and
organic.” Julie Gauthier, Founder and Director,
Art De Vivre
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CHAPTER 7

Rejuvenate and Nourish
the Body and Mind
Motivations to travel now extend beyond simply business
or bi-annual holidays and are evolving around a need for
the sort of inspiration associated with experiencing new
places, cultures and lifestyles. Inspiration is connected with
emotional intelligence and more travel is being geared up
to provide sanctuaries of thoughtful contemplation and
emotional rejuvenation. Travel may broaden the mind in
a ‘fact-based’ cognitive way, but changing perspectives
and adjusted perceptions are key ingredients for creative
thinking. Individuals are seeing the opportunities to visit
off beat locations as a way of nourishing their minds and
stimulating ideas. “At the end of hours of train-dreaming, we
may feel we have been returned to ourselves - that is, brought back
into contact with emotions and ideas of importance to us. It is not
necessarily at home that we best encounter our true selves.” Alain de
Botton, The Art of Travel
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In addition to changed perspectives, thinking may also require a
reappraisal of priorities, some ‘down-time’ and even silence to combat
the noise of an ever frantic working world.
Brunello Cucinelli emphasised these points; “Today I want to live and work
in a normal way and we should have peace within ourselves. We have this idea of
living under anxiety because of tomorrow. But we should not always worry and fret
about tomorrow. I do not want to live a frantic life, fretting all day. We speak about
sustainability and this is a very fashionable issue. It is even too fashionable. I would
prefer to speak about human dignity. What does a human being need? They need more
dignity. What do you need? You need somebody to hold you to cuddle you. Why don’t
we go back to being kind polite and gracious to each other always looking after our
soul and our mind? With the idea that we are always online, we are never serene. If
we are always online and connected, we cannot really look after our soul. We want
to work while respecting human dignity. I enjoy the idea of silence and living with
spirituality. Working yes, but living too and respecting human needs. We are living
in a time which is full of online or background noises and this leads to sorrow in our
soul. We can treat it only through culture and civilisation and silence. The human
being needs silence. In my view we are experiencing a reawakening now. We have
gone back to investing in great ideas and young people are going towards a beautiful
bright future. Young people have a different consciousness, they waste less and this is
a new world which means respecting the land, the wildlife and the human being.”
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“Guests trying to be constantly connected (WIFI) even when they
seek a connection with Nature: an oxymoron!” Luca Belpietro,
Founder, Campi Ya Kanzi
Mindfulness is also seen as an antidote to the pressures
of everyday modern life. New spps such as Headspace, a
digital service offering meditation and Blooming, which
describes itself as a Mind Coach, demonstrate interest in
and demand for mind rejuvenating support. The travel
and hospitality sector is in a strong position to satisfy such
needs by extending wellness to include mindfulness.
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Mental rejuvenation and physical relaxation are very much
the focus of Six Senses Sleep and Resilience program;
“Sleep with Six Senses is a resort-wide offering that allows guests to
receive personalized guidance on improving their sleep experience.
The program is launching at Six Senses Douro Valley in Portugal
and will be available at more resorts by year end. It features two
Six Senses sleep ambassadors at each property and in-villa items
including: beds by Naturalmat, Beaumont and Brown bed linens,
Valley Forge moisture wicking linens, Hanse pillows and duvets
plus two sleep machines – one that blocks disruptive ambient noise
and another with LED lighting (red awake and blue sleep light
that tracks sleep). Each guest will receive a sleep bag that contains
pyjamas, a sleep journal, sleep mask, ear plugs, neti pot and nose
strips.” Neil Jacobs, CEO, Six Senses
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People are seeing time away from work as an opportunity
to disconnect and de-stress. For some this involves
nourishing their mind body and soul; “Traditionally wellness
breaks might be in destinations such as Bali, but we are now seeing
travellers building some form of detox, whether that’s digital,
spiritual or physical, into trips all over the world. We have planned
digital detox safaris to force people to really switch off and booked
yoga retreats in Costa Rica.” Jim Holthouser, Executive Vice
President, Global Brands, Hilton Worldwide
“In an increasingly stressed out, fast paced world, yes there is an
emergence of travellers that are looking to disconnect from their daily
lives and connect to nature, their loved ones and themselves. Asia has
always been known to be incredibly hospitable and innately amazing
at all kinds of therapeutic practices. There is an ever growing number
of wellness/spa/detox retreats popping all over Asia.” Rory Hunter,
CEO, Song Saa Resort
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Travel enables people to abandon adult responsibilities
and pursue childlike escapism. The urge to travel is as
much an urge to be somewhere new psychologically as
it is physically. The experience provides an important
creative stimulus as perception is reshaped by seeing
life through a different lens and discovering new worlds
and stories; “Today’s guest is hungry for knowledge and they are
fascinated about the personalities behind our business and the stories
they have to share.” Andrew Stembridge, Managing Director,
Chewton Glen and Cliveden House
Individuals’ spiritual well-being is valued together with
their physiological health and this has revived interest
in beliefs and practices of ancient cultures including
Temazcal. In ancient Mesoamerica, Temazcal was used
as part of a ceremony thought to purify the body after
physical exertion. It was also used for healing the sick and
cleansing the mind, body and spirit. Today it serves as a
spiritual and wellness experience that connects travellers
with indigenous local cultures and traditions in Mexico
and other parts of Central America. It provides travellers
with a highly unique, spiritual and meditative experience
reflecting a desire for meaning in people’s modern lives.
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CHAPTER 8

Sustainability and
‘ E c o - t o u r i s m’
Travel, like other industrial sectors, needs to reduce any
harmful impact on the planet and its resources. Responsible
travel and hospitality operators aim to design and build
in sustainable practises to minimize carbon footprint, and
manage water and energy resources to reduce waste.
Despite advances in video conferencing technologies for
business meetings, and the popularity of communications
software such as Skype, air travel numbers are increasing
year on year.
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“So many of us need to travel for work and so our impact on
the environment is already in the negative- it is becoming
increasingly important for us that airlines, hotels and the
travel and hospitality industr y take into consideration the fact
that people also want to make sustainably viable choices while
travelling in order to lessen that negative impact.”

GILLIAN ANDERSON
ACTRESS
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In contrast to the trend towards urbanisation and consumerism
many people are seeking an opportunity to get close to nature;
“In our view, some of the most important innovations in the industry will come
from sustainable tourism. In order to preserve the world’s most treasured places,
we need to find creative solutions to balance the needs of local communities and
habitats with those of travellers—and we’ve found that tourism can truly be a
source of good. When Pacuare Lodge, one of our Unique Lodges in Costa Rica,
began operating some twenty years ago, they hired the area’s most infamous
poacher to be a naturalist. He now supervises the lodge’s canopy tours and
builds, maintains and guides visitors through treetop courses. Innovation can
also come from cutting-edge technology. At another of our Unique Lodges, the
Brando in French Polynesia, they have created new technologies to harness
energy from the sea, the sun and even from coconuts. Our Unique Lodges of the
World program is grounded in a broader and deeper definition of sustainable
tourism which includes protection of habitats, wildlife, and cultures; support
and engagement of local communities; and commitment to environmentally
sensitive operations. National Geographic has an opportunity to shine a
light on these innovators by featuring their properties in our trips, and by
telling their stories on our media platforms.” Lynn Cutter, EVP, National
Geographic Travel
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Eco-tourism is also a growing trend, although rather like the term
‘green’ a more holistic understanding of the trend translates
as a desire for people to get closer to nature in ways that are
sustainable and responsible.
National Geographic Travel had been promoting authentic,
meaningful and sustainable travel well before it become popular;
“National Geographic Traveller is a pioneer in sustainable travel, and
we believe that enhancing and championing an authentic sense of place
does tremendous good for travellers and the locations they visit. We think
sustainable tourism is far more than a trend; it is the future of the industry.
We look forward to a day when all travel is undertaken in a sustainable way
to preserve this planet and ensure there are wild, untouched places on the earth
left to explore.” Lynn Cutter, EVP, National Geographic Travel
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“Eco-tourism is a big trend these days that has positive
effects on our business. Our focus on sustainability and
o u r S L O W L I F E ( S u s t a i n a b l e – L o c a l – O r g a n i c – We l l n e s s
– O r g a n i c – We l l n e s s – L e a r n i n g – I n s p i r i n g – F u n –
Experience) focus had led to levels of guest loyalty and
repeat business that far surpass industry norms, and this
tells me unequivocally that the values of a company matter
to those who consume its products.”

SONU SHIVDASANI : FOUNDER, CEO & CHAIRMAN
SONEVA
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The Fairmont San Francisco, San
Francisco, CA, Gold GreenLeader

POSITIV
E L U XMiami
U R Y FL, Bronze GreenLeader
Viceroy
Miami,

“Eco-tourism over the last few years has increasingly become more
important to consumers, making it impossible for travel companies
to ignore. TripAdvisor launched our GreenLeaders program just
a few years ago to help our community of millions of travelers
identify eco-friendly hotels when they were planning their trips.
Now we have more than 11,000 participating properties in 66
global markets across North America, Latin America, Europe, as
well as Australia and New Zealand. Properties with TripAdvisor
GreenLeaders status see a 7% higher rating with the average rating
on all hotels on TripAdvisor more than 4 out of 5 bubbles. These
properties tend to offer guest experiences that make travellers happy.
So, we’re excited to showcase these green options to our community
of users.” Stephen Kaufer, CEO, TripAdvisor
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“More and more of our guests are also concerned about long-term
sustainability. They are concerned about protecting traditional
cultures, wildlife and ecosystems for future generations; a triple
bottom line of environmental, economic and social responsibility.”
Geoffrey Kent, Founder, Chairman and CEO, Abercrombie
& Kent
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The vision and work behind Campi ya Kanzi and the
Maasai Wilderness Conservation Trust have been
acknowledged by the UN Agencies as an example of
what modern sustainable conservation looks like. Edward
Norton believes that the work happening here in the
Chyulu Hills is “much more than a specific place, but what you’re
doing is supporting a model that can be replicated in critical systems
and poor countries around the world”. “Luca was one of the first
people I met that was actively implementing sustainable strategies
to preserve the community and their ecosystem. Almost no one was
talking about how the economics of communities were tied to nature.
In a place like Kenya where wilderness and wildlife have profound
economic value to communities like the Maasai, the challenge is to
have communities value their natural resources as they manage them
in sustainable ways, this is a very cutting edge way of thinking.”
POSITIVE LUXURY
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CHAPTER 9

Intermediaries and the
Sharing Economy
The proliferation of third party booking agents is
magnifying the gap between customers and destination
hospitality brands (hotels and resorts). Consumers’
decisions are being shaped by evoked sets of options
presented or edited by third party (typically online)
platforms. The trend towards online is accentuated by
the emergence of the Sharing Economy which is bringing
significant innovation to the sector (Michel Taride, Group
President, Hertz) and providing users with alternatives
to mainstream hospitality brands. While the increase in
choice of booking platforms is of great value to consumers
it can present hotels and others in the hospitality industry
with difficulties in branding to users; “These intermediaries
are making booking much easier for potential clients and for a good
period of time they have provided a better option than booking
direct.” Andrew Stembridge, Managing Director, Chewton
Glen and Cliveden House
Although something good becomes great when it’s
shared, the development of the Sharing Economy poses
problems for traditional business models. Rather like a
consumer good on a shelf in a multi-brand supermarket,
hotels now have to find ways to reach out and communicate
more powerfully with potential guests.
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“I think the biggest question for the hotel industry currently is ‘who
owns the guest’? Some of the ‘booking brands’ like online travel
agencies and intermediaries have become significant players in the
travel eco system and hotels are finding it increasingly difficult to
have their end consumers book directly with them. From a hotel
supplier perspective, things get tricky when the end consumer becomes
brand agnostic and thinks only of the online intermediary when they
think of travel or booking a hotel. We as hoteliers need to ensure that
we offer good enough reasons for our guests to come to us so they are
not brand agnostic but channel agnostic.” Mr. Chinmai Sharma,
CRO, Taj Hotels

As increasing volumes of travel business migrate online
so the issue becomes more prevalent. Online bookings
have increased reaching 65% of the total last year while
bookings via travel agencies dropped to about one in five
(ITB World Travel Trends Report 2015/16) and the trend is
unlikely to stop as there’s still a lot of innovation to come
from technology and mobile. Two-thirds of travellers
use online channels to make accommodation bookings
(TripAdvisor Travel Trends 2016).
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The Sharing Economy is expected to grow to $335 billion
by 2025 from $15 billion in 2013. It represents both a
significant shift in concept from ownership to access and
enables the utilisation of excess capacity or underused
facilities. Through one lens it can be viewed as altruistic
and another as financially opportunistic. Whatever
the commercial motivations of those operating in the
economy, it reflects a range of different sectors all of
which are disrupting the traditional business models of
incumbents. The concept of sharing and exchanging has
grown over time through trust and experience gained
from using other peer-to-peer services across a variety
of sectors such as music (think the original Napster or
Limewire).
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The notion of filling empty rooms with like-minded free
spirited travellers who needed somewhere to stay for
a short time was around in 1949 with an organisation
named Servas. It was a community based on the peace
movement. Now Servas is an international, hospitality
association offering its members the opportunity to
contact others in the network to arrange lodging. More
recently CouchSurfing provided an early insight to an
online network of places for travellers to stay for free literally on couches or spare bedrooms. It has a thrifty
‘back-packing’ feel to it and is very much driven by the
social aspects of meeting and staying with new people
where they live. The concept of monetising unused
accommodation is now most obviously associated with
Airbnb which claims to have 60m guests and be active in
34,000 cities in over 190 countries (www.airbnb.com).
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Aside from generally being cheaper than many
alternatives, Airbnb satisfies travellers’ desires to live
like a local person in a particular neighbourhood for the
duration of their stay. The experience is automatically
more homely and the traveller is not one of many hundreds
experiencing an often standardised and inflexible hotel
lodging experience. Some in the travel industry see the
positives of Airbnb as driving more tourism; “Since Airbnb
only affects 1% of hospitality industry I would not categorize this
as disruptive. It actually increases the number of tourists traveling
around the world. People who want to stay at a hotel with its services
will stay there anyway. Airbnb is sort of a do-it-yourself service in
the hospitality industry, but definitely not for everyone and therefore
not disruptive at all. For example Uber is disruptive because it offers
exactly the same services, and even more to people taking a taxi.”
Olivia Heerenveen, Direct Sales and Operations Manager,
Etihad Airways
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Rather like using Uber, it depends on how easy and
convenient the user experience is. TripAdvisor reports
that travellers rely on habit, experience and ease of access
when making bookings (TripAdvisor Travel Trends 2016).
Sharing accommodation with strangers inevitably requires
the build-up of trust. This is significantly assisted by social
media and the proliferation of peer review platforms
which act as arbiters of quality through feedback reviews.
More than 90% of business representatives valued online
traveller reviews, repeat business and increased direct
books as three important elements to their future business
(TripAdvisor Travel Trends 2016).
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Te c h n o l o g y : D i g i t a l ,
Social Media & VR
According to a Skift report, the hospitality industry is
reassessing the way technology is changing and will
continue to develop, and how best to take advantage of
the emerging opportunities. For some businesses it’s now
an issue of working out from scratch the most effective
way to build technology into the overall travel offer. From
informing and engaging with consumers using digital
platforms, through to equipping rooms with Netflix as part
of the TV and room entertainment packages, hotels are
having to rethink their offers.
Technology has proved to be a significant disruptor of
many industries and travel is no exception. In the future,
mobile technology and ‘big data’ analytics will allow travel
companies to make a range of customised travel and
leisure activity suggestions for people, based on their
specific location. These could be personalised, mapping
consumers’ preferences with online inventories of local
travel services and activities. (World Travel Market Global
Trends Report 2015).
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D i g i t a l Tr a n s f o r m a t i o n
Skyscanner is a global comparison search site for flights,
hotels and car hire, which also connects customers with
providers to make bookings. It is illustrative of how travel
is evolving around tech developments. It sees the future
becoming even brighter for travellers; “In a broader view,
I believe that a decade from today, all travellers will have at their
disposal a startling array of next-generation digital technologies that
will transform the discovery, planning and travel booking into a
seamless and intuitive experience. Booking will be quick, easy, stressfree. Travel companies such as Skyscanner will be able to deploy
online semantic and intuitive tools that will be capable of learning
the likes and dislikes of a customer from his previous actions and of
conversing with them verbally through everyday language. Semantic
search would customize results for every traveller, allowing travel
companies to understand exactly what a traveller wants. Essentially,
it will be a world of travel where the traveller comes first, and the
technology comes together to make that experience intuitive, rich and
inspirational.” Alistair Hann, CTO, Skyscanner
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“Technology drives change in the business constantly. The travel
industry becomes more and more fragmented due to further
development of digital solutions led by innovative leading companies
and creative start-ups. High fragmentation and ‘trial and error’
attitude will increasingly lead to consolidation opportunities in all
sectors of the travel industry.” Zubin Karkaria, CEO, Kuoni
“I think most of the innovation going forward will come in the area
of facilitating these physical experiences using digital platforms not
only when the guests are staying at hotels but also before and after
their stay. These would include destination research, trip itinerary
planning, air/car/hotel/attraction bookings and ability to book off
the beat activities with like-minded travellers. In addition, within
the hotel industry I think we will see more innovation in on-hotel
experiences like better in-room technology (e.g. customized media
content and digital in-room dining menus), location based mobile
customer communication including chat and relevant point of sale
offers as well as seamless no-desk check-in / check-out processes which
will help convert our lobbies into vibrant living spaces.” The Travel
Report, Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces
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S o c i a l M e d i a Tr e n d s
Social Media influences approximately 25% of all
international trips according to the ITB World Travel Trends
Report 2015/16. Data from the 23rd World Travel Monitor
reveals that 75% of international travellers use online
information as a part of their trip planning compared with
about a third using travel agents. Julia Howacker from
IPK International points out that over 20% of international
travellers use social media as an information source
meaning that it was involved in the information planning
of about 235 million trips in a single year. Howacker
identifies review sites, blogs and forums as key influences
on the choice of destination (40%), and accommodation
(approximately 30%) .
“Although it is not a new phenomenon social media really is driving
business, the most impactful being Instagrammers and Vloggers
who are bringing their experiences to everyone and anyone who
is interested anywhere in the World.” Andrew Stembridge,
Managing Director, Chewton Glen and Cliveden House
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Consumers’ hunger for information drives social media
activity to produce content in a volume and diversity never
seen before. This has stimulated both the demand and
supply sides of business models and revenue equations.
“Today’s consumers want relevant and transparent information
about destinations and unique experiences. They want to be in
control and to be able to build their own vacation packages, choose
from ‘a-la-carte’ menu of activities in a destination and then use
social media to share their experiences for their peers and friends.”
The Travel Report, Taj Hotels Resorts and Palaces
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Mobile
Mobile is increasing its share of the online retail market
as next generation phones and apps allow faster and
more convenient transactions across tablets, iPads and
smart phones; “The smart phone has been a major disruptive
force in the industry, changing how people plan and book their
trips and how companies use mobile to reach consumers. It wasn’t
that long ago that you’d plan your entire trip from home. Now
you can use your phone on-the-go to f ind nearby things to do,
great places to eat or stay. You can read reviews, compare prices
and book right there on the spot. And when you’re all done you can
share your opinions about your experiences with other travellers.
That has been a momentous shift in how people plan their trips.”
Stephen Kaufer, CEO, TripAdvisor
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“That little device you don’t leave home without – your smart
phone – has become a traveller’s best friend, housing a camera,
boarding pass, and an array of other necessities all in the palm of
your hand. At all of our 46 W Hotels around the world, it is also
your room key, thanks to the launch of SPG Keyless (an industry
game changer that Starwood was the f irst to launch).” Anthony
Ingham, Global Brand Leader, W Hotels
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The role of messaging apps is also evolving and can
deliver more than just bookings. Hotels in particular are
exploring how text interactions can enable them to reach
travellers with same-day offers that generate increased
positive responses and more revenue.
Smart phone technology also means that anyone with a
phone can generate content for a travel blog or Instagram
site adding to the malaise of disparate information or the
richness of broad continuous dialogue depending on
one’s point of view; “This interconnected digital era that we are
living in right now means that you really don’t know where the next
pop culture, trend or star is going to emanate from. Because today any
person with a cell phone can establish an audience.” John Demsey,
Executive Group President, Esteé Lauder Companies
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Virtual Reality (VR)
Although the physical reality of travelling cannot be substituted, Virtual
and Augmented Reality (AR) technologies offer brands the possibility of
deepening travellers’ understanding and feel for a particular trip through
an immersive Virtual Reality experience. Such 3D immersive ‘tasters’ offer a
greater sensory insight into what a traveller might expect to happen or see.
For example, international travel operator Thomas Cook has produced
a range of immersive 360 VR films used in-store for their customers to
‘Try Before You Fly’. The bespoke content ‘taster’ experiences, include a
helicopter tour of Manhattan, visiting the Egyptian pyramids, or taking a walk
along the OCBC Skyway in Singapore, all without leaving the shop. Similarly
‘Best Western’ Hotels will offer 360-degree virtual tours of selected hotels
featuring visual tours of the rooms, reception areas and other amenities. The
Best Western PLUS Bentley Hotel, for example, provides viewers with virtual
tours of a bedroom, restaurant and its Leisure Club using the same type of
technology as the 360-degree imaging available on Google Street View.
The ‘tours’ provide potential guests with an idea of room space, facilities,
design aesthetic and location in ways harder to achieve with still images. It
will also enable people to judge the differences between room types and
enable hotels to tempt guests into upgrading before making bookings.
This technology already provides prospective guests with a greater sense of
being at the hotel than can be achieved with traditional still images.
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VR is already enabling hotels to collaborate with retailers
to enhance their service offer. For example the Sanderson
Hotel in London, has partnered with Westfield London
shopping malls by installing a smart mirror in a guest suite.
The mirror has an interactive capability that enables guests
to communicate with a personal stylist via a video feed,
search for products and even make a purchase from the
screen. The purchase can then be delivered to the hotel.
Where and how we shop is changing, so where and how
we sample holiday and travel experiences pre-purchase
is also likely to change and involve more immersive prebooking experiences in the future.
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“Virtual reality will become a successful channel for inspiration
and information. It will create a fantastic new way of customer
communication. But for the travel industry it will not disrupt
the business and prevent people from travelling. Exploring cities,
countries, cultures will always be something that travellers want to
feel and experience in person. Virtual reality will not replace the
people’s travel dreams and aspirations.” Zubin KarKaria, CEO,
Kuoni
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We a r a b l e Te c h
Apps incorporated into Wearable technology will
impact on many aspects of the overall travel experience.
Skyscanner CTO Alistair Hann; “Wearable technology will
impact flight search – and indeed travel search in general – by making
it a simpler and more inspiring process. An app installed in a watch,
or even a contact lens, could deliver a selection of suggested travel
itineraries and flights tailored to your budget and taste. We call this
a ‘digital travel companion’, and we believe they’ll be integrated into
wearable technology.”
Skyscanner already has an App that provides travellers with
directions back to their hotel when in their destination,
via their Apple Watch. They have also recently integrated
their ‘flights search’ into Amazon Echo’s cloud-based
voice service, Alexa, which allows clients to ask Alexa to
search for flight pricing and routes, hands free; “So you could
be cooking your evening meal, planning a trip with friends, and ask
Echo’s Alexa to see what your flight options are. While you peel the
potatoes or top up your guests’ drinks, she’ll tell you the price of your
flights.” (Hann).
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Perhaps the ultimate blending of technology and travel
accommodation is the world’s first inflatable compartment
for astronauts announced on 28 May 2016 by NASA as
it successfully inflated a new experimental room at the
International Space Station. The white pod, or Bigelow
Expandable Activity Module (BEAM), measures 13 feet
in length and 10 ½ feet in diameter, about the size of
a small bedroom. The man behind the BEAM is hotel
entrepreneur Robert Bigelow who is now planning a pair
of private inflatable space stations, which could be the
future of space travel.
Some emerging tech developments are offering a vision
of a commercial future not yet deliverable, but entirely
likely nevertheless. This disruption leads to some
unpredictability of the future.
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“In ten years’ time 50% of our net new prof its will be
ge n e ra te d f r o m p r od u c t s o r e x pe r i e n c e s t h a t d o n’t e x i s t tod a y. ”

LAURENT POTDEVIN : CEO
L U L U L E M O N AT H L E T I C A , I N C .
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CONCLUSIONS

So what did we learn? The Millennial generation are
going to play a big role in the future of the Travel and
Hospitality industries going forward. This means that
businesses will have to think and act digitally, have a
strong sense of purpose with legitimacy in what they do,
make the mundane exciting, encourage participation
(think Instagram as opposed to Guest Feedback Forms)
and let them feel they have more control over what they
experience. Tony Fadell, co-founder of Nest and SVP
Google and formerly of Apple recently explained how
nothing needs to be mundane and in fact he tries to give
people ‘superpowers’; “ You can take anything, any product, I
don’t care if it’s a shoe, thermostat or a light. You can make it mundane
or make it luxury. It depends on the care you put into it, the love, the
way you think about the design. We can take mundane objects and
turn them into something dramatically different. What we are trying
to do is empower everyday people with this incredible technology to
give them a superpower they never had before. The superpower is
that they can control it from anywhere” (FT Business of Luxury
Summit, San Francisco, 23rd & 24th May 2016).
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People’s desire for ‘more stuff’ seems to be on the wane
as they seek more and meaningful experiences. Travel and
Hospitality are inevitably well placed to take advantage
of this. But broader social trends including health and
wellness provide opportunities for other service and
experience businesses to revisit their offers. For example
exercise and fitness no longer needs to be mundanely
experienced in cookie-cutter, corporate branded gyms.
In Manhattan there is an explosion of fitness and wellbeing classes hosted in super-cool studios with voguish
café facilities and lavish products in the shower, which all
contribute to a stylish metropolitan lifestyle. The place is
as important as the ‘product’.
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Technology has opened the world up to many more
people, through digital, a proliferation in social media
and interest in travel for leisure and as part of a lifestyle.
As such there is an increasing desire to explore a wider
range of holiday and leisure experiences beyond the
bundled packages or so-called ‘flop-and-drop’ holidays.
As the sharing economy is set to grow so more people
will be ‘doing it for themselves’ whether through Airbnb
or some other form of niche service yet to emerge.
‘Wearable Tech’ is going to evolve beyond watches at
some point and Virtual Reality offers cool ways to preexperience elements of a trip, locality or accommodation
through mobile 3D immersive devices. The point being
that the Travel and Hospitality industry now needs to
think creatively and invest in the technology that their
customers are beginning to adopt through experiences
from other sectors, including retail and entertainment.
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